A method which allows to improve object detection abilities of conventional difference-based background subtraction algorithm has been presented in this paper. The algorithm is a hybrid method consisting of the background subtraction method and the Contour Histogram Displacement Calculation (C-HDC) algorithm. Background subtraction method processes a greyscale image, while C-HDC calculates displacement values basing on its contour histograms. Tracking ratios before, and after merging with C-HDC have been measured and presented.
Introduction
All the research presented in this paper is the continuation of the research described in [9, 12] , where the Contour Histogram Displacement Calculation (C-HDC) algorithm has been thoroughly described. In essence, values of horizontal and vertical contour histograms are calculated according to the formulas (1) and (2), respectively. (1)
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Common (the most similar) fragments of histograms of two consecutive frames are determined, and C-HDC values are calculated basing on the displacement between them. Implemented in ITWL WH-1 electro-optical gimbal, the algorithm has two variants. The difference between them lies in different ways of measuring the likeliness of histograms' fragments: the normalized cross-correlation method and the differential method. All the results presented in this paper have been obtained using the normalized cross-correlation C-HDC method [9, 13] . The algorithm of determining vertical histogram displacement value (and so the image displacement in horizontal direction) has been presented below. (3) and (4)). Similarly, the image displacement in vertical direction ( ℎ ) can be computed using horizontal edge histograms ℎ and ℎ . It has been proved in [9] that the optimal value of search window's width is 20% of frame's width (height for horizontal displacements). However, C-HDC in itself cannot be used to localize moving object on the video material. This was the reason to investigate the possibility of using Contour Histograms -based methods to support already existing detection / tracking methods [14] . This paper describes one stage of the research conducted in order to implement the optimal algorithm for a moving-object detection in ITWL WH-1 electro-optical gimbal.
Using background subtraction mathods to detect changes in video sequence
Several methods can be used in order to filter the moving objects out of a static background. In most cases, background subtraction techniques are used, as they provide good-quality results. The simplest and the less computationally complex BS method is the difference-based one. The reason of studying such a simple algorithm is that it is able to fulfill the real-time working requirement -the basic one for electro-optical gimbals. What is more, most of the WH-1 videos are pretty much similar (land with moving cars, people, trees etc.) so once algorithm's optimal parameters values are determined, it will give the results sufficient enough to satisfy operator's requirements -marking image fragments, where a change was noted. The role of object detection algorithm in the system is just to support the operator with the information, so even if there are false detections, they have no significant influence on the operation.
In a simplified way, the algorithm determines static background by analyzing differences between two consecutive video frames. Denoting as the matrix of pixels of ℎ frame and as the matrix of pixels of ( + 1) ℎ video frame, all nonzero values of matrix indicate pixels where changes in image are detected, and:
where: , and -elements of , and pixel matrices , -indices of matrix elements | | -absolute value Pixels for which a change was noted are considered as the one belonging to the detected object, or to background fragment, where the object had been in the previous frame. If the objects observed are relatively small to picture's size, a simple differential BS method allows to determine object's position accurately. What is more, the precision can be increased by applying shape recognition methods in order to discriminate the object from the revealed background. However, the algorithm works properly only if there is a significant difference between the color (pixel's intensity) of tracked object and background's color. Supposing that basic background subtraction method requirements are fulfilled, a simple calculation of the difference between two subsequent frames and applying a threshold operation should give satisfying results. Unfortunately in most cases, the requirements are not fulfilled, as the camera moves or rotates, and the video is noisy. Slight changes of intensity values occur in most of video sequences. Also the background can vary because of the movements of little objects composing it (e.g. waves on water). A common problem when using BS methods are also small movements of the camera. To make the algorithm robust to these kind of interferences, different types of BS-based models have been worked-out such as: Mixture of Gaussians model (GMM), Sequential approximation KD, One Gaussian model (1-G), Kernel density estimation (KDE), Temporal median filter, Eigenbackgrounds or Coocurence of image variations.
The type and the quality of input video sequence are the most important factors, when deciding which method to choose. The simplest and also the least computationally-complexed method, differential background subtraction algorithm, gives the best results if basic requirements for BS methods are fulfilled. On the other hand, if image background slightly changes or input frames are noisy, the best algorithms to use are GMM, KDE and 1-G. A proper choice of distance measure is also very important. The comparison of all algorithms mentioned above and the results obtained can be found in [1] . The research conducted and described in this paper was based on a simple differential BS method.
In order to investigate how merging C-HDC with background subtraction methods affects the detection results, it was necessary to determine the optimal threshold value for BS algorithm first. The value have been set basing on the initial 465 frames of analyzed video material, when there is no significant movement of camera. In following frames, the FOV of the camera changes as the device starts to rotate. The whole analysis is pointless then, as the position of the corresponding pixels vary.
Determining the optimal threshold value for differential background subtraction algorithm
As it was mentioned before, only the first part of video material has been analyzed as the position and field of view (FOV) of camera is fixed in it. The threshold value defines when the change occurs. It is the maximum value of possible pixel's intensity change. The assessment of the result was based on the subjective feelings of the observer, as the system is designed to support the people, not any other algorithm. An OpenCV-based [5] application has been created, which draws white pixels in the position of original image's pixels with values exceeding the threshold. Total number of active pixels was counted for different threshold values. The plot presented below shows the number of active pixels (those, for which a change was noted) for image frames with threshold level of 10. As it can be seen, cyclic and huge changes of the number of active pixels was noted. The period of the interference is 12 frames. The reason of the phenomenon is the type of coding selected when recording the video. A DivX codec has been selected, and as it is based on MPEG standard [7] , three types of frames can be distinguished: Intra Frames (I), Predicted Frames (P) and Bidirectional Frames (B). Only I frames can be considered as the "real" frames, as they are coded directly from the original frame using a compression algorithm. Both P and B frames are defined using I frames. Also a GOP (group of pixels) has to be determined when coding with MPEG algorithm [6] . GOP is defined by a pair of values ( , ), where is the number between I and P or two P frames, and is the number of frames between two I frames. When analyzing figure 1, the most probable value of is 12. A possible sequence of frames has been presented in the figure 2. fig. 1 ) is related to I frames, which are "updating" image brightness / pixels' intensity values to the current (original image) values. Each I frame is a compressed version of an original frame. If the brightness of a real image changes in the period between two I frames, in fact, it can be remarked by the algorithm only with the nearest I frame to come.
The problem of sudden, cyclic changes of pixels' intensities is crucial when determining optimal value of the threshold. The measurements of total numbers of active pixels have been organized in such way, that they do not take into account frames with too high values (I frames). up with 465 th frame. There were two reasons to choose the 85 th frame. Firstly, it is the moment when the object (a men) starts to move (the beginning of changes in the video). Secondly the value of 85 ensures that no distorted frame will take part in the calculations, with the period of making the measurements of 20 frames. In table below (Tab. 1), the numbers of active pixels in subsequent measurements for different threshold values have been presented.
Table 1 Number of active pixels for different threshold values
Threshold values, for which detecting men's silhouette on the output image was impossible, has been presented with red color. In most cases these (low) threshold values were related to the "blinking effect" caused by MPEG coding which was the main obstacle in detection process. Columns marked with yellow color represent threshold values giving medium quality output images, while those marked with green color are related to values giving the best-quality results. Fragments of sample images for three different values of thresholds have been shown in the figure 3. The analysis of output images and table's values has resulted in determining the optimal threshold value: * = 37 (6)
The optimal threshold value was determined only to have a point of reference when comparing the algorithm with and without C-HDC enhancement. No matter what the value is, two versions of the algorithm can be compared, and in theory, the improvement should be noted in case of C-HDC -modified version. For * and the analyzed video sequence, the number of active pixels representing a moving men has never exceeded 650. It was assumed later on, that 650 is the limit value for the number of active pixels allowing the operator to recognize / track the object. The juxtaposition of 110 th frame of an original, and output image has been shown in the figure 4. 
Assisting differential background subtraction algorithm with contour histograms analysis methods (C-HDC)
As it was said before, it is crucial to have a fixed field of view when using background subtraction algorithms. Some of algorithms described in [11] are robust to slight camera movement, but the margin of move is about a few pixels of image displacement. Larger moves or rotations of the camera make it impossible to use BS algorithms. The goal of the research described in this paper was to determine if it is possible to use image displacement values calculated with C-HDC method to equalize camera movement, and to allow conventional BS algorithms analyze the image in order to detect or track moving objects. The hybrid object-detection algorithm's working principle is based on:
• Using C-HDC method to calculate horizontal and vertical image displacement values • Determining common fragments for two consecutive image frames • Using differential BS algorithm to detect changes between common fragments of two images C-HDC algorithm [9] is used to calculate camera displacement basing on the analysis of vertical and horizontal contour histograms and differential / cross-correlation methods (also described in [13] ). The calculated values are denoted as for vertical and ℎ for horizontal displacement in image's edge histogram. In the analyzed video material, both horizontal and vertical moves of the camera are present (camera moves in down-left direction). In this situation, the corresponding fragments of frames and + 1 have indexes of ranges (respectively):
• for image columns: < 0, − ) and < , ) • for image lines: < ℎ , H) and < 0, H − ℎ ) where:
-frame width -frame height -ertical edge histogram displacement (horizontal displacement for the image) ℎ -horizontal edge histogram displacement (vertical displacement for the image)
For the optimal value of threshold * = 37 (in the analyzed video sequence), a moving person activates about 50-600 pixels in the background subtraction output image. In theory, when operating on a video with changing FOV, merging C-HDC displacement corrections together with the background subtraction algorithm should give results close to these, produced by BS method for static-FOV video. Therefore, the limit of 650 pixels was set. Frames, in which the number of active pixels exceeds the limit, are considered not useful for object-detection purposes. Figure 5 shows number of active pixels for each frame of the analyzed video sequence for differential BS algorithm and it's C-HDC-modified version.
As it can be seen, a significant improvement of results' quality was noted. The number of active pixels was reduced more than twice for all video fragments, in which the camera was moving / rotating. Figure 6 shows the juxtaposition of output images for both versions of BS algorithm. Similarly, a series of measurements was conducted for 16 other video sequences recorded by WH-1 system. In each case the number of active pixels was diminished. As an example, four diagrams presenting the number of active pixels in time domain, for different input videos are shown in figure 7 . Figure 6 proves high usefulness of the proposed method. The camera movement compensation can be mainly seen for objects in far distance (a building, trees behind it). For BS method with C-HDC corrections implemented, they are almost invisible on output image while for the other algorithm, their contours are noticeable. Unfortunately applying C-HDC corrections is not sufficient enough to eliminate all interferences caused by a moving camera. In these moments (when camera moves), the error limit is exceeded many times. The scale of aberrations has been shown in the figure 8. It has been proved ( Fig. 9) , that when the camera moves, objects' edges become blurry and stretched. The values exceeding the limit were caused by this phenomenon, which is very similar to the one, when a digital camera picture is made in the move, or with shaking hands. Therefore, when using BS methods, instead of detecting change on one-pixel-wide contour, changes are noted in several columns / lines. Only vertical contours / edges were stretched on the analyzed video. The reason was that the camera was rotating mainly in horizontal direction. Fig. 9 . Fragments of a frame for static (left), and for moving (right) camera
The most significant change of object's shape was noted in this case for rear bumper, and for the shadow. The edges are sharp for static camera image, while for the moving one, a blur can be seen. Eliminating the problem of blurred edges is a separate task, and will be done in future.
Conclusions
The purpose of the research presented in this paper was to investigate how merging C-HDC displacement corrections with a conventional differential background subtraction algorithm affects the results. Moving-camera video sequences were analyzed. Calculations were made, and a significant improvement of results' quality was noted. Number of pixels falsely-identified as active was diminished more than twice. Nonetheless, implementing C-HDC corrections in BS algorithm does not make it robust to camera moves. In these situations, it was still impossible to use a conventional BS method to continue detecting the object. The problem of too many active pixels found when camera moves has been identified as a "blurred edge" problem, and will be the subject matter of future research.
